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PURPOSE-BUILT EMAIL ARCHIVING
designed to resolve business challenges
Ready for your network, public and private clouds, or as a managed service
Email is flexible and convenient—often serving as an organization’s primary written communication channel. As such, more than half of an
organization’s’ confidential information is stored in email form, which, when paired with stringent email retention policies, creates momentous
challenges for IT departments.
Not only must admins protect valuable email records, they must also address storage costs and deliver against legal, regulatory, and
corporate governance requirements.
Arcserve resolves these business challenges, giving IT teams the ability to manage their entire data protection and email archiving strategies
through a single, elegantly simple user console.

Robust email archiving ensures complete protection and reduces risk of exposure
Arcserve® UDP Archiving is a purpose-built email archiving solution designed to protect corporate email records and make them easily
accessible for regulatory compliance, legal discovery, and corporate governance with seamless access for employees.
Easily meet global compliance and legal requirements with robust capabilities not found in Office 365, at a lower cost.

BENEFITS DELIVERED
Comply with legal and corporate
regulations, such as GDPR and HIPPA

Efficiently manage
email records

Meet worldwide compliance regulations, including:
GDPR, Freedom of Information ACT, SEC/FINRA, EU
Directive, HIPAA, SOX, and many more. Be confident
and ready to respond quickly to requests by preserving
email records with the ability to quickly and easily
search, manage and produce evidence. Unique features
enable you to designate a Data Protection Officer
(DPO) role, locate records, and administer a “right to
be forgotten” request. Multiple levels of access can be
set to perform advanced searches and manage records,
while restricting employee access to individual emails

Decentralized organizations easily manage multiple
divisions or locations, and MSPs effortlessly support
multiple end-users with single or multi-tenant
architecture. Store archived email on-premises or
in a private or public cloud, entirely independent
of the primary mail system, and collect new emails
in real-time with the ability to archive all historical
messages from your mail server or prior archive
system. Automatically apply policies such as
message retention, exceptions, or legal holds based
on employees, domains, or content.

Eliminate search complexity

Reduce storage costs

Quickly search through emails and produce records for
legal, regulatory, and corporate governance. Search
based on senders, receivers, text, phrases, tags, folders,
notes, with basic or advanced features such as Boolean
connectors, Fuzzy or proximity parameters. Save your
searches, tag and group messages, add notes and
manage with a full legal process.

The average employee never looks at an email older
than a year, yet organizations keep many years of
emails on a mail server. Quickly move old emails to
your long-term archiving and give employees access
to every message they have sent or received through
Outlook or web access.
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READY FOR YOUR NETWORK
OR AS A MANAGED SERVICE
Virtual Software
Ready for your network or any public or private
cloud, such as Azure or AWS
Choose from a VMware OVF, Microsoft HyperV,
or Amazon(AWS) AMI format
Purchase based on archived mailboxes, from
50 – 10,000
True scalability and high performance

Managed Cloud Service
Arcserve fully-managed cloud service
Choose the storage you need and start
archiving in minutes
Options range from 100GB – 50TB
ofavailable storage
Ideal to move your mail server to the cloud

We spent days trying to restore and locate emails
for an investigation; days that amounted to wasted
cost and resources. Arcserve UDP Archiving is not
only extremely easy to use – truly plug-and-play –
but it’s a solution I wish I would’ve had years ago.
Michael Gruber, Senior Systems Administrator, UNICEF Canada

INTUITIVE, MODERN, RESPONSIVE USER INTERFACE

Explore more at arcserve.com
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